This paper has been written with the aim of presenting motivations for my dissertation research, based on gaps in current research in text/web mining, as well as to provide an outline of the research I propose to do for my Ph.D. dissertation. The overall goal is to explore methods for knowledge discovery from the web.
Background
Text mining also known as Text Data Mining (TDM) [27] , Knowledge Discovery in Textual Databases (KDT) [18] and Literature-based Discovery (LBD) [60] can be described as the process of identifying novel ideas from a collection of texts (also known as a corpus). By novel we mean information that is not explicitly present in the text source being analyzed. The kinds of ideas of interest are those indicating associations, hypotheses, trends, etc. This view of text mining is consistent with the definition proposed by Hearst in her highly cited paper [27] . To illustrate, consider the research of Swanson [59] with Raynauds Disease and Fish Oils. Swanson was interested in Raynauds Disease and read a number of research papers on the subject. He observed that Raynauds was exacerbated by certain factors such as platelet aggregability, vasoconstriction, and blood viscosity. From independent literature he also observed that these factors were mitigated by fish oils. Putting the two together he postulated that fish oils may be beneficial for Raynauds. This association was unknown at the time and was later confirmed by bioscientists.
In our research we agree with Hearst's view that novelty with respect to the text collection is a requirement in text mining. However, like many others [66, 32] we adopt a more flexible definition of what constitutes "novelty". Specifically, we see a subjective dimension in what is or is not perceived to be novel. Although not necessary, text mining efforts tend to adopt a multi-document perspective, with novel associations inferred by combining evidence from more than one document.
Given the large amount of information available in text form today, we believe that tools that automatically find interesting relationships, hypotheses or ideas, or assist the user in finding these are extremely useful. Interestingly, most of the existing research in text mining has been limited to the context of biomedicine, part of which can be attributed to the early efforts of Swanson and Smalheiser [59, 62, 63, 64, 65] .
Our focus in this thesis is on Web Mining, which can be thought of as an extension of text mining. As with text mining, there exists an entire spectrum of opinions in the literature as to what constitutes web mining. At one extreme, some authors [58, 69] consider standard data mining research such as classification, clustering and information extraction, applied to the web, as web mining. At the other extreme, some authors [24, 4] consider knowledge discovery, i.e., identification of novel information through inference mechanisms, as web mining. We subscribe to the latter view in this research.
Despite the variety of opinions, it is generally agreed that no source of information today compares to the World Wide Web in terms of sheer size and diversity. There is also broad recognition of the tremendous opportunity for text mining and knowledge discovery from the web. However, web mining research is at an early stage, especially with regards to knowledge discovery. Far less has been achieved compared to text mining in specialized domains and thus there exists a tremendous opportunity for further research in web mining.
The nature of the web brings different kinds of challenges to the forefront, such as the verification of extracted facts, as well as the reliability of any inferred novel information. At first glance, some of these challenges appear greater than for domain specific corpi. For instance, the likelihood of false positive relations being identified on the web is possibly greater than when mining a specialized corpus like MEDLINE. Resolving ambiguity is also a greater challenge as a term can have far more meanings, under different domains. E.g., Matrix is both a movie and a mathematical object.
Ambiguity in people names is also common on the web. Also, given the loose sense of control on the web, web mining, to a great degree, depends on filtering to eliminate low quality information (e.g., [70] ). Metadata elements (even those that are actively promoted, such as the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set (DCMES) 1 ), which could be very useful for web mining, are seldom seen or used inconsistently. Some methods, applied to web documents, use additional features, such as the tag structure [9, 43] . Machine learning techniques have also been involved, for example, to learn information extraction rules from semi-structured and unstructured text [51] and learn hidden markov models for semantic tagging of tokens in web documents [47] .
Looking beyond the many applications of standard data mining techniques to solve web-based problems, we see knowledge discovery efforts, though in comparison these are rather few. There are efforts that are similar to Swanson and Smalheiser's strategies, such as, Gordon et al. [24] who apply Open and Closed discovery to hypothesize and explain novel connections between entities in web documents and Ben-Dov et al. [4] who use a similar approach to extract implicit connections between people using web data. Adamic [2] predicts relationships between people on the web using some of the features present on their home pages. Raghavan et al. [45] identify relationships between entities that may not be explicitly related in any web document using pseudo-document representations derived from retrieved pages.
Observations and Motivations
We now make several observations that derive from our knowledge of the text mining and web mining research. These observations provide the key motivations for our research proposal. As with text mining, a wide spectrum of goals and methods are observed under the umbrella of web mining. However, as mentioned before, our interest and focus is on the knowledge discovery end of the spectrum. Our goal is to discover novel hypothesis, typically in the form of associations between entities (such as people, organizations, etc.), by exploiting implicit relationships expressed in web data. In addition we are interested in the discovery of novel relationships such as those reflected by online communities and social networks.
In the literature we find extensive research on knowledge discovery in specialized domains, especially in the biomedical domain. However, we observe very few comparative efforts that operate off the web. Thus our first goal is to contribute a systematic exploration of knowledge discovery methods designed for web data.
Of the few instances of web mining research that exist, most [24, 4] apply standard methods from other domains, such as Swanson and Smalheiser's Open and Closed discovery approaches.
Others [2, 45] define relationships directly based on similarity between ad-hoc representations of entities. None of the methods take advantage of additional information found in web documents such as tags and hyperlinks.. Thus, we are interested in contributing to research in knowledge discovery that extends methods developed in specialized domains and utilizes the special features of the web.
There exists a substantial body of research devoted to the identification of online communities (e.g., [21, 33] ) and social networks (e.g., [30, 40] ) from web data. However, we observe that most methods rely on some explicit indicators, such as shared hyperlinks or co-occurrence, to infer relationships between entities. Far less research is seen in identifying and analyzing entity networks where relationships between entities are more implicit. Also, most of the current research in this area focuses on networks involving person entities and not much effort has been devoted to networks involving other types of entities, such as, countries, companies and products. Thus, we see a need for further research on web-based networks in general.
Another observation relates to the unit of analysis in research exploring knowledge discovery on the web. Most [2, 45, 4] focus on specific entities, such as people. What we seek is a generic framework that can accommodate 'topics' in general. We define a topic as any subject of interest to a user. Bill Clinton, A1BG gene, and Rainfall in the United States, and Cancer in children are four examples of topics. While the first two are also examples of entities, the latter two cannot be described as such and are more generally topics. In general one can liken any web search query to a topic.
Our next observation, which is related to the previous one, is on methods used to derive representations of entities considered in web mining. There are two popular approaches to represent entities. First is to use information available at the instance level, i.e., the text including and surrounding an individual mention of an entity in a page (e.g., [24, 4] ). Thus, Bill Clinton would be represented by the appearance of the phrase 'Bill Clinton' or 'President Clinton' and a window of words surrounding these phrases. The second approach is to use the information in a single web page, usually the home page, to represent an entity (e.g., [2] ). Thus, Bill Clinton would be represented by his home page. In contrast, we believe there is a higher level of abstraction, one which yields a different and potentially richer representation. This is to view each entity as a topic and to use a set of relevant pages to represent the topic. This different approach is important because, while certain information on a topic may be found in a single web page, it is unlikely that all the information relevant to the topic is contained in a single web page. Topic-level information is likely scattered across multiple web pages, each containing different aspects relevant to the topic. This is illustrated in figure 1 . We believe that for web mining purposes topic-level information is a more effective tool for analysis than instance or page-level information. Thus a key research goal is to explore web mining with topics driving our unit of representation and analysis. In the literature we find very few knowledge discovery efforts [14, 45] that establish relationships between entities using information derived from multiple web pages. These efforts are also inherently limited because they utilize only small windows of text surrounding individual instances to represent an entity. This means that other potentially useful information present in relevant web pages is ignored. Also, such a representation cannot be applied to general topics such as Rainfall in the United States because it is possible that relevant pages do not contain this phrase while still dealing with the topic.
Additionally previous efforts use bags-of-words to represent entities, which means they lack flexibility in their representations. An entity, especially a person, can have many different characteristics and consequently different relationships between entities can be established based on which characteristic is being considered. For example, a person may have much in common with another person based on the kind of work she does but may not have anything in common with the same person based on her personal interests. Prior efforts do not allow such differences to be considered.
As mentioned previously, biomedicine has been a fertile domain for text mining research. However, most methods in this area have been designed specifically for data from specialized sources such as MEDLINE. Recent studies have shown the benefit of using web data for tasks such as classification of biomedical documents [15] and automatic recognition of entities in biomedical documents [20] , as well as providing a baseline for comparison with specialized NLP models [34] . Inspired by such studies as well as our own background in this area, we are also interested in studying the feasibility of biomedical knowledge discovery on the web and contributing methods for the same.
Our overall goal is to do a systematic study and contribute new methods for knowledge discovery from the web. Motivated by our observations, we will study knowledge discovery on the web keeping a topic perspective. Specifically, we propose a generic framework, of topic profiles, for representing topics on the web. A profile is a synopsis of a topic derived from multiple pages on the web. Profiles enable analyzing a subject of interest at a level higher than instance or page-level. Profiles also provide the flexibility to deal with different aspects related to a topic. We also propose knowledge discovery methods built upon the topic profiles framework. Interestingly, structures similar to topic profiles have appeared in other research [37, 22, 31] but their intended use has not been for knowledge discovery.
To conclude, we see that many opportunities for mining the web remain untapped, offering a significant incentive for research in this area. Research with the goal of mining for 'novel' information from the web is still at an early stage. We believe that this area will need aggressive research involving strategies from information retrieval, machine learning, and natural language processing.
Discovering novel information from the web is an extremely challenging task but as is the case with most challenging tasks, the potential rewards are great. In the next section we define topic profiles in detail and later we outline web mining applications designed to test and demonstrate knowledge discovery based on topic profiles.
Topics & Topic Profiles
As mentioned earlier, we are interested in an approach for knowledge discovery from the web that can handle topics in general. A topic is any search strategy that a user employs and can be represented by the set of retrieved relevant pages.
A topic profile is defined as a synopsis of a topic created from information present in a set of web documents. A profile identifies important features that characterize a topic. To illustrate, suppose a user is interested in the topic A, where A is a person. A's profile could consist of important features related to A such as name, height, weight, address, field of interest, etc., important people and other entities A is connected to, such as company (via worksfor relation), spouse's name (via spouse relation), etc., and relevant documents retrieved for A as well as the hyperlinks present in and pointing to these documents. Figure 2 shows a hypothetical example profile for the topic Bill Clinton.
Defining a profile as consisting of 'important' features deliberately accommodates flexibility in feature selection. Depending upon the goal, certain varieties of features may be selected over others. This allows different perspectives of a topic to be explored. For the purpose of this thesis we construct topic profiles using three types of features, viz., key concepts in relevant documents, important relationships extracted from relevant documents and the hyperlinks retrieved for the topic and present in as well as pointing to the relevant documents.
Although we limit ourselves to these features in this thesis, the definition of a topic profile is extensible and can accommodate other types of features that may be defined. Also, each feature in a profile is assigned a weight, which highlights its relative importance to the topic at hand. This allows for filtering features to retain those that are more important within the context of a given web mining problem.
In formal terms, a topic profile, for topic T i , is defined as a composite vector consisting of one or more sub-vectors, having the following form:
Each sub-vector is composed of features of a particular type. f xy represents the y th feature of type x (in this thesis x can be key concepts, relations or hyperlinks) and w i,xy is the corresponding weight for topic T i . We denote a particular combination of feature sub-vectors as a view of a profile.
Different combinations of these sub-vectors allows for different views. Weights for the individual features can be assigned using different methods. We describe some of these methods later.
Topic profiles are different from other automatically generated structures that are similar in spirit, such as summaries or abstracts. The basic unit of a profile is a feature, which can be of different types, while a summary/abstract consists of sentences. Individual features in a profile need not be cohesive while in a summary/abstract the sentences must "gel" together to form a cohesive unit. The emphasis in topic profiles is not necessarily human readability while a summary is primarily judged by its ability to present information that is easily comprehensible by humans.
Topic profiles are designed to support knowledge discovery, while summaries/abstracts are primarily created for human readability.
The notion of a topic profile, as we define it, is motivated by our own work on profiling biomedical topics using MEDLINE records [52, 57, 56, 48, 53, 55, 54] . A MEDLINE record consists of some controlled vocabulary terms known as MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms. We create MeSHbased profiles for topics using MeSH terms extracted from corresponding records. Each MeSH term is assigned a weight computed using the standard tf*idf formulation. Profiles may be limited to specific semantic types, so that only MeSH terms under semantic types of interest are part of the profile. Note that there are differences between MeSH profiles and web topic profiles. The features in a MeSH profile are always biomedical terms, while web profiles provide support for different types of features, such as key concepts, relations, hyperlinks, etc. Also, documents available on the web are vastly different in structure compared to MEDLINE records and in most cases certainly do not have any metadata terms assigned to them. Thus, these metadata-based profiles are not suited for the web. Web profiles significantly expand the scope of the MeSH profiles and allow for representing various kinds of topics (including biomedical topics) using data from a more general resource, i.e., the World Wide Web.
Interestingly, the literature reveals some early efforts that utilize structures that are somewhat similar to our profiles but designed for different purposes. In [35] , Li et al. create entity profiles limited to people. They use two types of features, salient concepts such as name, organization, age, etc., and relationships to other entities (people). Glance et al. [22] generate a high level summary for a given product that specifies 4 metrics, using data from blogs and message boards. These metrics are 'Buzz Count', 'Polarity', 'Author Dispersion' and 'Board Dispersion'. Using these metrics, they say that companies can gauge the opinions of consumers about particular products and improve their marketing intelligence. Liu et al. [37] attempt to discover topic specific information on the web. Their goal is to identify the associated subtopics (aka salient concepts) from retrieved web pages (for the topic) and corresponding urls. This is analogous to a topic profile consisting of only one type of feature. In [31] , Kim et al. describe the Artequakt project. The aim of the project is to automatically create tailored biographies of artists using information present in web pages.
Biographies are analogous to topic profiles but the features are limited to the important sentences related to a person. Adamic & Adar [2] predict relationships between online instances of people via the similarity in certain characteristics mentioned on their home pages, such as hyperlinks, text, and subscribed mailing lists. Each of these can be thought of as features in a person profile. People with similar characteristics are predicted to be related.
While there are certain similarities between the structures described above and our topic profiles, there are also substantial differences. In general the goal of all these efforts is to create topical synopses based on different features. The type of features used varies across different efforts Another substantial difference lies in the potential applications of topic profiles. All of the efforts described above, except for (Adamic & Adar)'s, do not go beyond creating topic synopses, i.e., they do not consider mining functions. The one exception, (Adamic & Adar)'s work, is limited to using the information present for a person on a single web page. As mentioned previously, we will use relevant document sets to build profiles within a framework where topics are not limited to person entities. Moreover a major goal of this thesis to explore the issue of mining implicit or hidden information at the topic level.
We now describe the profile building process. We divide the entire process into two steps. In the first step we identify relevant documents for a topic and in the second step we extract features from these documents that are related to the topic to build its profile. The two steps are described in detail below.
Step 1: Retrieving Relevant Documents
Given a topic of interest, the first step in building its profile is to identify documents that are related to the topic. This can be done by querying any of the major search engines such as Google 2 , Yahoo! 3 and MSN Search 4 . The advanced search technology and filtering techniques implemented in these search engines ensures that unless the topic is ambiguous, the documents retrieved are mostly relevant. We propose to retrieve the top N documents for a topic query. N is a parameter that can be empirically determined.
As mentioned above, ambiguity in topic queries is a hurdle in retrieving relevant documents.
The information available on the web is very diverse in nature, spanning different domains. Many terms are shared across domains and consequently not all documents retrieved for queries containing such terms are relevant. E.g., the term TOE refers to a human body part and also is an acronym for the Theory of Everything in Physics, and would thus retrieve documents containing information on both subjects. Named entities are particularly susceptible to this problem. E.g., the name John Smith by itself is ambiguous and will retrieve documents mentioning many different people.
Filtering relevant web documents is a non-trivial problem and is an active area of research.
While it is important to have the correct documents for building accurate profiles, it is not the central aspect of this research proposal. Therefore, rather than spending a significant amount of time developing our own methods, we propose to use existing solutions (e.g., [3, 23, 26, 39] ).
Step 2: Constructing a Profile
The outcome of the first step is a set of relevant documents, all of which are likely to pertain to the topic of interest. We now describe how to construct its profile. For the purpose of this thesis, we consider three types of features to be part of topic profiles. These are key concepts, relations, and hyperlinks. Below we explain each feature type in detail and propose methods for extracting these features from the relevant documents.
Key Concepts
In general every topic has associated with it various key concepts. A key concept is defined as a word or phrase that is related to a topic of interest. E.g., the topic Machine Learning would have key concepts such as 'Clustering', 'Classification', etc.
Various methods can be used to extract key concepts for a topic from web documents. In our opinion, one of the most intuitive and simple method is to consider nouns and noun phrases as key concepts. Nouns and noun phrases are called "substantive words/phrases" in computational linguistics and "content words/phrases" in information science. They are used by many searching and indexing algorithms. Nouns and noun phrases can be extracted from both semi-structured and unstructured documents. Nouns can be easily recognized by using any of the available part-ofspeech tagging applications such as the Brill tagger [7] . Typically, applications that identify noun phrases are built on top of taggers and employ pattern matching or inference rules. For example, the pattern (Determiner) + N oun, which corresponds to a determiner followed by a noun allows for extraction of noun phrases such as 'the whistle' or 'a bicycle'. Word and tag combinations that match such patterns are identified as noun phrases.
Other important multiword units (or collocations) can be identified from the text using various information theoretic and probabilistic methods. A collocation is a group of words that occurs together more frequently than just by chance. Various methods such as Z-Score and log-likelihood can be employed to identify collocations. One popular method is pointwise mutual information (MI) [12] . MI measures the mutual dependence (or independence) of two terms (X and Y ). Statistical approaches such as the Bayes theorem and Markov Models can also be used to identify interesting N-grams or phrases consisting of N consecutive words.
It is also important to normalize synonymous key concepts so that the various mentions of the same concept are not considered individually. E.g., the concepts 'rock' and 'stone' should be recognized as being the same. Such synonyms can be recognized using lexical databases such as WordNet [19] . Domain specific thesauri such as LocusLink 5 and HUGO 6 can also be used for recognizing synonyms.
Once key concepts have been identified, it is important to assign them weights. Weights define the relative importance of a key concept in the context of the topic. The simplest weighting scheme would probably be to just compute the frequency of a key concept across all relevant documents to judge its importance. Other possibilities include the tf*idf weighting scheme [46] that combines both term frequency and document frequency (idf) [29] , commonly used in IR. For a closed collection of web pages (e.g., TREC-QA 7 corpus), language models [44] can be employed to assign probabilistic weights to individual features.
The tag structure present in semi-structured documents can also be used for weight assignment.
For example, in HTML documents it is reasonable to assume that words/phrases between emphasizing tags such as <h1>, <h2>, <b>, <i>, <li>, etc. are considered important by the authors and thus constitute the key concepts. However, not all such text is valuable. Thus filtering rules are needed to eliminate frivolous concepts. E.g., we can ignore all mentions of images between any 5 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/LocusLink/ 6 http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/hugo/ 7 Text REtrieval Conference -Question Answering -http://trec.nist.gov/data/qa.html of the tags mentioned above. We can also impose a length limit on the key concepts based on some heuristic [37] .
We propose to use the tf*idf measure augmented with information from html tag structures to compute key concept weights. Depending on the tag enclosing a key concept, the tf*idf weight can be modified. For example, if in an HTML document, a key concept occurs in the title then it should be assigned larger weight than if it occurs in the body. For unstructured documents, we propose to assign weights using tf*idf only. Figure 2 hypothetically illustrates some of the key concepts extracted for the topic Bill Clinton.
In this example, the key concept 'Clinton' represents all instances of Clinton's name, such as Bill Clinton, Clinton, William Clinton, etc. Each key concept, in the example, is assigned a weight using the tf*idf scheme (without using the html tag structure). We observe that in the context of the topic, the key concept 'Clinton' has the highest weight. This is understandable as all the retrieved documents mention Clinton's name.
Relations
The second type of feature we use to define a topic profile is relations mentioned in the relevant documents. A relation is an explicit acknowledgment that two concepts are connected, within a document of a collection. We distinguish between two kinds of relations. Consider the following sentences from documents retrieved for the topic Bill Clinton: From the first sentence we extract the relational predicate 'Supported(Hilary Clinton, the war)'
and from the second sentence we extract the predicate 'Member(Clinton, Masonic Youth Order of DeMolay)'. There is actually a subtle difference between the two relations. In the latter, a phrase representing the topic is itself an argument of the relation. That is not the case in the former relation. We highlight this difference to further distinguish our research from prior work. In [28] , for instance, the focus is only on relationships that involve phrases depicting topics explicitly.
Whereas our interest, via topic profiles is inclusive of both varieties of relationships.
Relations can be extracted from documents in various ways. One way is to relate two concepts if they co-occur in a block of text, the extent of which can be decided at different levels of granularity. Thus, a relationship between two concepts can be inferred if they co-occur in a sentence. E.g., the relation between the concepts 'Prime Minister Tony Blair' and 'Great Britain' is extracted from the sentence "Along with Prime Minister (Tony) Blair of Great Britain, . . . ". Relations can also be extracted at higher levels of granularity, such as co-occurrence in adjacent sentences or a paragraph [17] . Another way to infer relations between concepts is if they occur in subject-verb-object (SVO) or subject-object-verb (SOV) constructs. E.g., the sentence "Bill Clinton was the president" conforms to the first construct type and relates the concepts 'Bill Clinton' and 'The President' (not shown in figure 2 ). This relationship is characterized by the verb was. Note that co-occurrence relations are not characterized by any word/phrase and are thus indicated with a '=>' symbol in figure 2.
As with key concept features, we propose to use lexical databases and/or domain specific thesauri to identify synonyms among the concepts connected in extracted relations.
The relations extracted from the relevant documents must also be weighted. Relations with larger weights are more important in the context of the focus topic than relations with smaller weights. Weights can be assigned by calculating the frequency of a relation in the documents.
Weights can also be computed using the weights assigned to the concepts it connects. So, relations that connect important concepts will have more weight than relations that connect unimportant concepts. In figure 2 the hypothetical weights depict the number of times a relation is extracted from the retrieved documents.
Links
The URLs retrieved for the topic, within the retrieved pages (outlinks) and pointing to the retrieved pages (inlinks) constitute an important part of a topic profile. Link information for a topic can provide important clues about the neighborhood the topic is a part of. E.g., when profiling a person topic, the links from and to the retrieved documents may point to home pages of other people the person is related to, thus giving an indication of his/her social network. For example, in figure 2, one of the link features for Bill Clinton is 'http://clinton.senate.gov'. This link is extracted from a web page retrieved for the topic and points to the page of Hilary Clinton.
Obtaining inlink and outlink information is relatively straightforward. Outlinks are mentioned in the documents themselves while inlinks can obtained by querying a search engine. As with the other features, the URL features must also be assigned weights. The number of inlinks is a commonly used measure used to judge the importance of URLs. It is all the more attractive due to its correlation with PageRank [8] . URLs can also be treated as lexical units and consequently assigned tf*idf weights. In the example profile, shown in figure 2, URL features are assigned hypothetical weights depicting the number of inlinks they have.
So far we have outlined three distinct types of features that can be included in a topic profile.
However, a key property of topic profiles is flexibility. A profile can be created from any combination of features. We call this the view of a profile. For example, profiles can be built using only the key concepts and relations or only outlinks in retrieved pages and relations connecting key concepts (not including those that have the topic as an argument). A view specifies the particular aspects of a topic that are of interest.
Flexibility in the definition of a topic profile is essential to building a general framework that supports different web mining methods. E.g., if profiles are built using only retrieved page links and outlinks, then the process of mining relationships between the topics using such profiles is similar to some of the standard approaches to recognize online communities [21, 33] . Another example is if profiles are built using information from only a single page for a topic (such as home pages for people entities) then the mining process would be similar to the approach of Adamic & Adar [2] .
Thus these other methods are subsumed within our general framework.
In the next section we outline the experiments that we propose to evaluate and demonstrate topic profiles. We deliberately use profiles on problems in different areas to highlight the generality and flexibility of topic profiles.
Experiments

Experiment 1: Evaluating Topic Profiles
Goal: To compare different profile-building methods that use information available at the instance, page, and topic levels to derive entity representations. We will run two parallel experiments. In the first we will create profiles for a set of general topics and in the second we will create profiles for a set of biomedical topics, specifically proteins. We will evaluate the general profiles based on their similarity to corresponding Wikipedia 8 records and the protein profiles on the basis of their ability to predict known relationships between proteins, as defined in the Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP) 9 .
Background and Motivation: As mentioned previously, representations of entities in web-based knowledge discovery methods are typically derived from either information obtained from the text including and surrounding an individual mentions of an entity or using information present in a single page that represents an entity (such as a home page). The former, instance-based method is unable to consider topics beyond simple entities such as people. The latter ignores relevant information spread over multiple pages. Thus a key goal in this proposal is to compare topic profiles generated from multiple relevant documents to these other sources for representations.
Experimental Design: We will run two parallel experiments. The first will involve a set of general topics including famous personalities, events, etc. The second will involve a set of biomedical topics, specifically a set of proteins randomly chosen from DIP.
For each topic, we will identify relevant web pages using the Google search engine and download them. We will then create different profiles, for each topic, using information at the instance, page and topic levels. For instance-level profiles, we will use fixed windows of text surrounding the individual mentions of the topic. For page-level profiles, we will use the home page to represent the topic. If a home page is unavailable then we will use the top page ranked by Google. Topic-level profiles will be derived from the top N pages returned by Google for the topic.
In the first experiment we evaluate the information content in the different types of profiles and judge them on the basis of their similarity to a known high quality source of information. Thus, well developed entries tend to contain the viewpoints of many people. Wikipedia is the 8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main Page 9 http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/ largest collaborative journalism effort till date and has come to be viewed as a highly regarded reference site [36] . It has been reported that the quality of Wikipedia articles is high and they are used by many teachers as a reference [1] . Wikipedia articles are also frequently cited by newspapers [67] .
For each topic, we will compute how similar the information in each type of profile is to information in the corresponding Wikipedia record. The higher the similarity, the more high-quality the representation. As our baseline, we will compute the average similarity of each type of profile with M randomly chosen Wikipedia records. For each type of profile, we will evaluate whether the difference between the similarity with the relevant Wikipedia record is significantly (statistically) different from similarity with random records.
In the second experiment we evaluate the different types of profiles on the basis of their ability to predict known relationships between proteins. Our gold standard source for known proteinprotein relationships is the DIP database. DIP is a manually curated database of experimentally determined protein interactions. As of November 21, 2006 the DIP database contains data on over 19000 proteins and 55000 interactions compiled from over 62000 experiments described in the published literature and other sources. Data from DIP has been used as a gold standard by a number of text mining research efforts in the biomedical domain [17, 11] .
We will randomly choose P proteins from the DIP database and generate profiles for each. We will then compute similarity between pairs of protein profiles. Two proteins will be predicted to be related if the similarity of their profiles is above a certain threshold. We will compare the different profile-building methods within the framework of this experiment and assess them based on the accuracy of their predictions. Specifically, we will compute the F-score for each method. F-score is defined as the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall and is a measure of both accuracy and comprehensiveness. Higher F-score would mean that a particular representation method is better at predicting relationships and is potentially more useful for knowledge discovery. Our experiments will follow an N-fold cross validation design. This experiment will tell us if a standard biomedical problem may be addressed using web data.
Experiment 2: Exploring Entity Networks
Goal: To create profile-based social networks for different entities from web data and compare them against social networks derived from more stuctured data. Specifically, we consider US Senators and Countries and create social networks for these entities using web profiles. We also derive the social networks for senators and countries from their voting patterns in the US Senate and United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), respectively, and use them as our base for comparison.
We will run two parallel experiments, one for senators and one for countries.
Background and Motivation: A principal focus area in text mining research is the identification and analysis of relationships between different entities. Much research has been done in this regard within different application areas such as biomedicine [28, 6] and business intelligence [5] . In this context, Social Networks Analysis (SNA) provides a natural framework for studying different entities, mainly people, and their relationships with other entities. A social network can be defined as a graph where nodes represent entities and an edge represents some kind of a relationship between two entities. Social networks are studied in many different research areas, such as geography, social science and information science and have been applied to understand, among other things, dissemination of information between people, informal interactions between companies via their employees, and the spread of diseases. The web contains a large amount of data on different types of entities and thus provides an excellent opportunity for Social Network Analysis.
A significant amount of research has been done on automatic extraction and analysis of social networks from web data [30, 2, 45, 16, 38, 40] , mainly for person entities. The various methods differ primarily on how individual entities are represented, and how relationships between entities are inferred. Most represent entities using either instance-level data [30, 40] or page-level data [2, 16] . Some of these were explained earlier in section 2. Most methods also infer relationships between entities based on their co-occurrence in one or more web pages [30, 16, 38, 40] . Few methods [45] use data beyond the instance or page level to represent entities. Also, very few methods [2, 45] go beyond co-occurrence to infer relationships between entities.
We suggest that topic profiles provide an effective means for building informative social networks. Relationships between different entities can be inferred. Entities with very similar profiles are likely to be strongly related while conversely entities with very dissimilar profiles are likely to be weakly related or totally unrelated. Relationships between entities can also be characterized by common features in their profiles. Thus, we believe profile-based networks allow us to overcome the limitations mentioned above and are well suited for social network analysis.
Our motivation for considering senators comes from the fact that people who occupy public positions such as US Congressmen decide on many important things that affect the daily lives of millions of people. Consequently they are the subject of discussion on a large number of web pages.
Similarly, increasing globalization and heightened security concerns mean that decisions made by different countries have global impact. Thus, countries are also a subject of a large number of web pages. Also, senators and countries have been the subject of prior research, related to ours, such as to use the influence of neighbors in the vote-based senator social network to categorize individual senators into different groups [45] and to find groups of senators and countries using descriptions of positive votes on certain issues [68] .
Many researchers, especially in the field of Political Science, are often interested in the roll call voting patterns for senators and countries in the US Senate and the UNGA, respectively, for purposes other than standard statistical analysis [13] . Roll call votes have been explored in the context of identifying politically disadvantaged groups of people [25] , studying the unity and flexibility of US political parties compared to other countries [42] , and studying the effect of roll call voting patterns on senatorial elections [10] . Voting patterns help explain the position of a senator or a country on various issues and can lead to a better understanding of the workings of the Senate and the UN.
Often one's choices can be explained by one's characteristics and background. E.g., a senator from Texas would more likely be against gun control than a senator from California, a country would most likely vote 'no' or abstain from voting on a resolution against a friendly country. We investigate this aspect in the context of the senator and country voting patterns. Specially, we are interested in whether similarity in profiles is mirrored by similarity in voting patterns. Do senators and/or countries with similar profiles vote alike? In other words, how do profile-based social networks of senators and/or countries created from web data compare against social networks created from roll call voting data? If these are similar then it paves the way for future research on possibly predicting the vote-based network from the profile-based network.
Experimental Design: We will run two parallel experiments, one for senators and one for countries. For the senators, we will download their roll call voting data. We will also download relevant pages from the Google search engine and create topic profiles for each senator. We will then create two different social network graphs for the senators, one based on the roll call data and the other based on their profiles. In the former, each senator will be represented by his/her votes in the senate and the relationships between senators will be weighted by the overlap of their votes. In the latter, each senator will be represented by his/her topic profile and the relationships between the senators will be weighted by the similarity of their profiles. In both graphs, large weights will denote strong relationships while small weights will denote weak relationships. We will compare the two graphs to see if relationships between senators in the profile-based network are mirrored in the vote-based network. Where the two networks are similar, the overlap between the corresponding features in the profiles can possibly help us understand why two senators vote alike. This could perhaps lead to new common ground between senators that has not been considered before.
The profiles created above are general, i.e., not specific to any issue. Quite often senators, even from the same party, agree on certain issues and disagree on others. Thus, it will be interesting to analyze how senators vote on different issues and whether issue-specific profile-based relationships for senators are mirrored in their voting data. Following Raghavan et al. [45] we will analyze the senator data on 5 issues, viz., abortion, immigration, education, economy, and defense. We will create separate networks of senators based on their votes on these specific issues as well as create networks using issue-specific profiles for each senator. We will then analyze the similarities and dissimilarities between these issue-specific networks. It will be interesting to see if senators who have very similar issue-specific profiles belong to different groups based on their voting patterns on the same issue. These senators would likely be potential targets for lobbyists who look to swing votes in their favor. Again, we will analyze the most important overlapping features between senator profiles to understand what brings them together on a certain issue.
The process for the second experiment, i.e., with the countries data, is similar. We will create social networks for countries based on roll call voting data from the UN General Assembly and topic profiles created from relevant documents, and compare them. As with the senators, we will also compare and contrast issue-specific roll call data and profile-based social networks for countries.
Following [68] we will analyze countries on 3 issues, viz., nuclear weapons, middle east crisis, and human rights.
Experiment 3: Exploring Implicit Relationships Between Entities
Goal: To apply the Open and Closed Discovery approaches, based on our profile framework, and hypothesize potentially new connections between entities. We will run two parallel experiments, one having the goal of of identifying diseases implicitly related to drugs and the second having the goal of identifying people/companies implicitly related to senators.
Background and Motivation: The Open and Closed Discovery processes developed by Don
Swanson [59, 61] are pioneering efforts in biomedical text mining and perhaps text mining in general. Given a topic of interest, the Open Discovery process is a transitive mechanism that can be used to identify other topics that are implicitly related. Implicit means that the relationship is not explicitly mentioned in some document. To illustrate, if topic A is related to topic B and B is related to topic C but A and C are not related then a relationship can be hypothesized between them based on transitivity (via B). The Open Discovery process has been successfully used to hypothesize a number of relationships between biomedical topics such as Raynaud's Disease and Fish Oils [59] , Migraine and Magnesium [62] , etc., which have later been verified by experts.
Given two topics, the Closed Discovery process can be used to identify novel pathways that connect them. This process is generally used to describe a relationship hypothesized by the Open Discovery process.
In the literature we find very few efforts that apply these methods to web data. Gordon et al.
[24] did a pilot study to demonstrate the feasibility of applying the Open and Closed Discovery processes on the web. Their aim was to propose new problem domains for an existing solution, genetic algorithms. They hypothesized the use of genetic algorithms in many non-traditional areas such as cancer detection and financial modeling. Ben-Dov et al. [4] use the Open Discovery process to discover implicit relationships between people mentioned in online news sites.
These methods are also limited due to instance-level representation of topics/entities [24, 4] and the use of co-occurrence to model explicit relationships within the transitive Open discovery process [4] . Given that profiles allow representing topics/entities using topic-level information and relationships between topics/entities independent of co-occurrence, we see a tremendous motivation for using profiles for Open and Closed Discovery on web data. The lack of research in this area is also a motivation.
In the first experiment, we will identify and analyze implicit relationships between drugs and diseases. Many drugs have been used to treat more than one disease. E.g., in addition to treating head-aches, aspirin is also used on long-term doses to prevent both heart attacks and cancer. In the second experiment we will extend the analysis we did with the senator networks in the previous experiment. Since senators are public figures, they are usually associated with a num-ber of people and/or organizations that have a common interest. These people/organizations can have a tremendous influence on senatorial decisions. While many such connections are known, it is likely that there exist entities that are indirectly related to a senator and thus have an implicit affect. Therefore, we would like to identify people and/or organizations that are indirectly related to senators. We would also like to be able to describe these implicit relationships.
Experimental Design: We will run two parallel experiments, one with senators and one with drugs.
In the first experiment, we propose to randomly select N drugs from the list of drugs approved by the FDA in the year 2004. We choose drugs from the year 2004 specifically because we believe that sufficient time has passed, since their availability, for researchers to have examined these drugs and hence a significant number of documents will be found, for each of them, on the Web as well as in MEDLINE. Also, since these drugs are not very old (as is for example aspirin is), there would remain many aspects that may not have been explored yet and thus our predictions could potentially be of practical significance. We will create a profile for each drug from relevant web pages, with features restricted to biomedical words/phrases and relations. Such features can be extracted using lexicons such as the UMLS 12 or trained algorithms based on Conditional Random Fields [49, 41] or Hidden Markov Models [50, 71] . Since features in a profile are assigned weights, we can identify the top features of each type. For each each of these, we will create fresh profiles, having the same structure as the drug profiles. As before we will identify the top features, this time limited to disease names, extracted using the techniques mentioned above. We hypothesize an implicit relationship between the drug and these 'top' diseases. We will identify overlapping features between drug and diseases profiles to understand why they are related. Figure 3 illustrates the process.
To evaluate our approach, we propose to use the predictions made by an existing system as our benchmark. Specifically, we will use Manjal 13 , an online knowledge discovery system, also created by us. Manjal implements both Open and Closed discovery and works on biomedical (MEDLINE) documents available via PubMed 14 . It has been successfully used to discover novel hypotheses that have later been verified by a domain expert [55, 54] . We will use Manjal to make predictions regarding diseases related to the drugs we have chosen. We will analyze these predictions made using MEDLINE and compare them with the predictions made using our web topic profiles.
In the second experiment, we will create a profile for each senator from relevant web pages. In addition to key concept, relation and hyperlink features, we will consider people and organization entities present in the text of relevant web pages as separate features. Since features in profiles are weighted, we can identify the top people/organizations in the senator profile. We will create fresh profiles (with the same structure as the senator profile) for each of these entities. Further, from these new profiles we will identify the top people/organizations. We hypothesize that these people/organizations are implicitly related to the senator via intermediate people/organizations.
We can characterize these relationships based on overlapping key concepts, relations and links in their profiles. Note that this experiment is more exploratory and thus the evaluation would be more subjective in nature.
Summary of Experiments
Experiment 1: Our goal is to compare different profile-building methods that use data from various levels, viz., the instance, page, and topic (multiple relevant pages) levels, to derive representations for topics. We propose two experiments. In the first we compare the different methods on general topics using Wikipedia records as the gold standard. In the second we compare the methods on protein topics using protein-protein interactions in DIP as the gold standard.
Experiment 2:
Our goal is to compare and contrast profile-based social networks with social networks derived from more structured data and determine whether relationships in the latter are mirrored in the former. We propose two experiments. In the first we consider social networks for senators and use networks derived from their votes in the US Senate as the gold standard. In the second experiment we consider social networks for countries and use networks derived from their votes in the UN General Assembly as the gold standard. In both experiments we consider general networks as well as some issue-specific networks.
Experiment 3: Our goal is to extend and evaluate standard knowledge discovery methods from the biomedical domain, viz., the Open and Closed Discovery approaches, for automatically identifying implicit and potentially novel relationships between different entities, to our topic profiles framework. We propose two experiments. In the first we identify potentially new and interesting ap-13 http://sulu.info-science.uiowa.edu/Manjal.html 14 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=PubMed plications (diseases) for FDA-approved drugs and compare against predictions made from biomedical (MEDLINE) documents by a state-of-the-art biomedical text mining system. In the second we identify potentially interesting indirect relationships between senators and people/organizations and manually evaluate them.
Conclusions
To conclude, we have provided a brief review of current text and web mining research and highlighted some of the limitations of existing research methods. We observe that topics/entities are represented mostly using instance or page-level data and relationships between entities are inferred mostly on the basis of co-occurrence. We have a proposed a profile-based framework that goes beyond instance-level and page-level data for representing topics and allows for different aspects of topics/entities to be considered. Profiles also allow for inferring relationships between topics/entities regardless of co-occurrence but rather based on how similar the profiles are, on corresponding aspects, for different entities. We have outlined three separate experiments that evaluate different methods for creating profiles and also demonstrate the use of our profile-based framework in different problem areas. For each problem area, we describe existing methods and their limitations and why profiles overcome these limitations. We have also mentioned the data requirements for each experiment as well as the series of steps we will follow. Our overall aim in this thesis is to extend the field of text mining, with its emphasis on knowledge discovery, to the Web.
